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METAPOLITICAL SENSE OF THE NAME OF ROME 

 

By Primo Siena 

 

Some notes on the evocative power of the word 

 

Translated from the Spanish by Oregoncoug 

 

[Translators Note:  Don Siena has for decades been, along with the late Don 

Miguel Serrano, among the foremost exponents of Aryanist theory to survive 

Ragnorok.  Since the 1970s they were friends and neighbors residing in the 

Chilean port city of Valparaiso.  May they remain so in Valhalla.]   

 

 

Modern semiologists tend to negate the evocative power of words 

considered to be signs expressing no order of universal concepts but instead 

mere circumstantial objects.  Consequently when the objects they have 

expressed disappear the words themselves remain empty of sense, mere 

puffs of wind that pass through the chaos in which we live never to return. 

 

Such is the case of the Italian semiologist Umberto Eco, defined as "a 

brilliant dilapidator of sacredness" [1] who closed his famous novel The 

Name of the Rose with the Latin citation of a Benedictine monk of the 

Twelfth Century:  Stat rosa pristina nomine; nomina nuda tenemos (The 

original rose remains with the name; later we have nothing more than 

names). 

 

As Vintila Horia observed in his time this is a text that insinuates the very 

marrow of the philosophical nominalism of William of Occam:  names, 

words, are mere free collective conventions that neither seize the universal 

essences of concepts nor accede to individual things. 

 

Umberto Eco thus seals the relativist position of actual advanced semiotics. 

 

In the opposite current, in turn, is the classical Argentine philologist of 

Italian origin, Carlos A. Disandro, who opens his golden essay on The 

Kingdom of the Word by affirming that the word is a spark, a flame "whose 

demiurgic organ is man" and that "men irradiate through articulate semantic 

language."  Therefore, if progressive semiologists vivisect words emptying 

them of their evocative meaning, then on the contrary classical philologists 
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recuperate for words their metaphysical meaning:  the sense of the Greek 

logos and the Roman verbum. 

 

Thereby words are already no longer nomina nuda because they resume the 

semantic mystery by which "events have significance attributed to them by 

the word and the latter is by this illuminated by events." 

 

While we do not give heed to this deeper significance of the flatus vocis, 

Disandro specifies, neither can we comprehend the deeper significance of 

events. 

 

It is evident here as well that to conveniently take up the theme of the 

mysterious sense of the secret name of Rome we cannot have recourse to the 

teachings of skeptical semiology that empties words of their essences 

stripping them of their evocative power. 

 

We must necessarily opt for the magisterium of classical philology that 

recovers for words their "semantic sound" reconstituting language conceived 

as the physical essence of history and the "metaphysical foundation of man." 

 

With this perspective the name of Rome recovers the evocative richness of 

primordial efficacy of the language upon the Esquiline Hill where one can 

read a Latin inscription affirming: 

 

The "Mens Divina" has chosen the most propitious place so that the Urbs 

shall extend its dominion over all the Orbs. 

 

An echo of this inscription is found in the following passage from the Life of 

Romulus of Plutarch (1,8):  "Rome would not have been able to reach such 

power if she had not had, in some manner, a divine origin that would signify 

in the eyes of men something great and inexplicable." 

 

The foundational myth of the "Eternal City" 

 

The mysterious origin of Rome is connected to the existence of the city of 

Alba Longa founded by Ascanius, son of Prince Aeneus, escaped, by 

fortune, alive from Troy after its fall. 

 

In Alba Longa, capital in the Eighth Century before Christ of the pastoral 

and agricultural communities of the volcanic plain of Lazio, Princess Rhea 
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Silvia, Vestal Virgin consecrated to the goddess Vesta, gave to the light 

twins by the names of Romulus and Remus, sons of the god Mars. 

 

The king of Alba Longa, Amulius, imprisoned the princess to punish her for 

having violated her chastity and further ordered that the twins be abandoned 

on the banks of the River Tiber there to die with the rising of its waters.  But 

the twins were found by a she wolf who served them as their mistress and 

blanket until a shepherd by the name Jos carried them to his hut.  When they 

arrived at manhood the twins decided to found a new city on the Tiber and 

Romulus traced the boundaries of Rome after a mortal dispute with his 

brother. 

 

This narrative of Titus Livy on the origins of Rome, questioned as arbitrary 

superstitious fantasy by progressive historians, recovers its most profound 

sense when it is analysed according to the symbolic discernment practiced 

by the metaphysical school of myth, given that, as Mircea Eliade teaches us, 

symbolic thought allows men to circulate freely through all levels of the real, 

identifying, assimilating, unifying heterogeneous and apparently 

irreconcilable realities. [3] 

 

The narrative of Titus Livy thereby constitutes a golden thread that ties 

history together with legend and myth, the first proceeding through the path 

of exteriorization of events and of visible historic actions and the second 

proceeding by means of an interiorisation of formational forces of images 

that constitute the invisible roots of history. 

 

In the birth of Rome, according to this perspective, are condensed elements 

of the mythology of the Aryan race, among which stand out the "divine 

origin" of the founder of the City intertwined with the themes of "the 

calming of the waters," of "the wolf," and of the "antagonistic" pair of twins. 

 

There immediately emerges in the foundation myth of Rome a principle of 

"virile warriorhood" implicit in the range of "divine heroes" assigned to the 

foundation of the City, in as much as they are sons of Mars and a Virgin of 

Vesta (Rhea Silvia). 

 

Hence Rome is defined in certain traditions of the Republican Era as 

"daughter of Mars," warrior god mysteriously associated, in an apparent 

contradiction, with a Vestal, guardian of the Sacred Fire of Life. 
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Romulus and Remus, "calmers of the waters," symbolize the hero dominator 

of waters, an expression in turn of the flux of time, that is to say, of the 

fugitive, contingent, mortal character of life.  But, according to an ancient 

Vedic tradition, only those dominate the waters that possess a divine dignity. 

 

The twins, symbols of an antagonistic pair, represent the telluric principle of 

kaos embodied by Remus (who intends to violate the sacred limes of the 

pomoerium) as opposed to the supernatural principle of the kosmos restored 

by Romulus mediated through a dramatic fratricide.  This antagonistic fight 

of twin brothers also seems to be an opposition between the solar element of 

an Olympic spirituality and the telluric element of a Pelasgic religiosity, an 

opposition Rome will resume in the imperium, synthesis between 

aristocratic-warrior power and elements of sacred priesthood. 

 

The wolf, animal consecrated to Mars, king of the forests protected by the 

god Silvanus, is another mysterious symbol of the origins of Rome. 

 

According to Franz Spunda, author of the novel Romulus, the presence of 

this symbol in the birth of Rome delineates an evolution from a temporal 

dominion (the she wolf) towards an eternal dominion (the eagle) by means 

of a symbolic dynamic that culminates in the legendary fulguration of 

Romulus when he is taken away from this perishable life and restituted to 

the skies as the god Quirinus after the fire of a divine ray has unmade the 

mortal involvements of his body. 

 

The symbols of the she wolf, the eagle, the divine ray are connected from the 

principle of fatum to the superior destiny assigned by the mens divina to the 

Eternal City. 

 

In regards to this Franz Spunda has concluded his novel writing: 

 

"The divine Romulan force passes over into his race and in every Roman his 

spirit of the eagle reignites.  The resounding jingling of the legions carried 

the eagle to the extreme limits of the terrestrial globe, as the Sibyl had 

foretold, among the splendor of burning ashes out of the eruption of the true 

sons of Rome from the hooked swastika tracings of Romulus' sacred 

pomoerium.  But Rome, the city of Romulus, forever resurges in various 

forms from its ashes, as if there breaks out from its soil a divine force.  The 

fight for Rome shall forever be the fight for the world. [4] 
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Religious tradition of the Romans 

 

Going back through her history Rome presents a development sui generis 

that rests on a uniquely Indo-European religious tradition. 

 

Among the Romans divinity has two names: numen and deus.  The word 

numen designates from its beginning the particular will of god, and from the 

epoch of Augustus the same word will constitute the poetic name of divinity.   

The word deus, of a transparently Indo-European origin, indicates in turn the 

personal divinity of the archaic triad Jupiter, Mars, Quirinus that, according 

to Mircea Eliade, constitutes the Roman expression of the theological 

doctrine of the three functions that sustain all the structures of Roman 

society:  sovereignty, power, fertility. 

 

Roman religion is constituted by a conjunct of beliefs, rites and institutions 

that perpetuates both domestic and public Roman life in intimate union 

through its entire historic trajectory. 

 

Dumezil specifies a constant as well in this Roman religious density 

represented by Jupiter Optimus Maximus: central deity who detains within 

himself the two-sided dominion of celestial and juridical sovereignty. [5] 

 

The homo romanas considered religio as the most adequate way to reach a 

perfect conformity with the divine will that permitted him to manifest his 

veneration and respect to all the traditions that connect him to the mos 

maiorum, that is to say, to his ancestral roots. 

 

Romans perceive the religious dignity of the sacred even in nature and 

denominate the earth as sacra parens because, as Mircea Eliade clarifies for 

us, everything that exists is sacred, everything that is "real." [6] 

 

The Italian traditionalist Attilio Mordini, writing on the "sense of Rome" (in 

the review Pagine Libere, August, 1956) observes with reason in this 

respect:  "The civilization of Rome was the first to unite sacramentally, from 

its origins, the warrior and the worker in the cives.  In the tracings of 

Romulus one finds a presage of Cincinnatus and of innumerable others who 

alternated between the plow and the sword, the soil with the Republic.  On 

the 21st of April the sun makes its ingress into the constellation of Taurus, 

and the myth of Rome reminds us the plow of Romulus was pulled by two 

bulls and not by other animals.  Symbolically the bull is connected with the 
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earth element, and it is towards the earth that the civilization of the Roman 

people seems to us to be directed towards labour and conquest." 

 

The "sacred" soars through the vocabulary of the Indo-European world from 

India through the Etruscans transmitting the word sakros to the Romans.  

Through the entire length of Roman history the term sacer designates the 

conjunct of relations between the world of men and the world of the gods 

and the scrupulous attention of the civis romanus to make the human will 

suitable with the divine. 

 

Huguette Fugier, after having investigated the semantic origin and trajectory 

of the term sakros, has concluded that for Roman men the "sacred" 

constitutes the essential condition to organize the world and situate himself 

in his space. [7] 

 

Huguette Fugier has encountered in his investigations that in the history of 

Rome the sense of the "sacred" is semantically corroborated by the terms fas 

and nefas, the former with a positive sense and the latter with a negative 

sense. 

 

In the Latin language the word fas designates all that which conforms itself 

to religious precepts.  To be faustus is as much as to say to be proper and 

favorable, all that which carries with it happiness and felicity by being 

conformed with the fundamental and primary religious structure of the 

"cosmos."  On the contrary to be ne-faustus is to say to be "negative" 

because it carries with it the sense of harm and grave risk, all that which falls 

beneath divine prohibition. 

 

Therefore in the Roman world it has been prohibited to offer sacrifices, 

administer justice or undertake any activity on "unlucky days." 

 

Huguette Fugier furthermore finds an especially meaningful symmetric 

relation between fas and jus, but whereas "jus" is separated into jus divinum 

and jus humanum, "fas" is always expresses the adequate relationship of 

human actions with divine precepts in a constant aspiration towards 

universal order. 

 

An observation is appropriate here:  the term "fas" also constitutes the root 

of the classic Latin word fascis (fascium in Vulgar Latin) that designates the 

Roman symbol of the imperium. 
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The Roman fascis, constituted by the ancient symbol of the double-headed 

ax that dominated the twelve rods of the bundle (an expression of the sphere 

of the zodiac) fastened by a red ribbon indicating, according to Guido De 

Giorgio, the insertion of the spiritual and the temporal onto the single trunk 

of all traditional forces. [8] 

 

Ezra Pound in turn perceived in this same symbol a semantic equivalent of 

religio, that is to say the expression of "re-ligare" or "re-connecting" in its 

sacred and juridical sense.  In the sacred context the double-headed ax 

constitutes in effect the emblematic place where the spiritual act of 

contemplation and the temporal act of action converge, whereas in the 

juridical context the fascio expresses the equity between the metaphysical 

reality of men and the vigor of the law that regulates the modalities and the 

quality of his civil-social activity, assigning to each of them the proper 

(unicuique suum), because the civis romanus is able to glimpse in other 

activities that which is lacking in his own in order to be able to aspire to the 

universality of being, participating in this manner in the multifaceted 

harmony of the world. 

 

In the bundle of rods, the double-headed ax that also constitutes the support 

of two wedges, one of them superior for representing the ascent of the 

human towards the divine.  The axis of the ax keeps, in turn, the mysterious 

sense of the central destiny of Rome hidden in the temple of the god Janus. 

 

The fascio thereby resumes a symbolism that re-veils in a double sense of 

"to make clear" and "to make hidden" an existential cosmic conception that 

aspires to the supreme harmony between sky and earth. 

 

The mysterious Re-veiling of the occult name of Rome 

 

Rome keeps in the sacred mystery of her name the re-veiling of her destiny 

from the very act of her foundation.  Situated in the middle of Lazio, the 

presence of Rome is connected with the existence of the Tiber River which 

is also has the ancient name Rumon.  The river with its environs constitutes 

the location of that sacred geography where Rome is born, grows, triumphs 

first over the Gens Italica and later over the entire world then known. 

 

The semantic similarities of the Roman Tiber go back to an archaic root 

Tebe that corresponds to the Tebad of the Biblical text (that is to say, the 
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"Ark") as well as to the Sacred Tibet that hovers over the snows of the 

Himalayas, and turns our attention at the same time to the solitary Hellenic 

Thebaid where hermits retired to hide to submerge themselves in meditation 

and penitence. 

 

According to a current interpretation the name Rome proceeds from Ruma, a 

word that in archaic Latin designates a woman's teat and, at the same time, 

the Palatine Hill by its similarity with the form of the maternal bosom. 

 

Vladimir Soloviev, in his magnum opus Russia and the Universal Church 

offers us a distinct version of the name Rome, affirming that although in 

colloquial Greek it means "force," for the citizens of Rome themselves the 

name of the Eternal City is read in the semitic manner (that is to say, read 

from left to right) so that they are able to discover its true mystical meaning:  

Amor.  Hence Roma/Amor means Love. 

 

This true meaning maintains the future sense of the destiny of Rome, 

consisting in a transformation of principles.  Pietas, principal title to glory of 

the Romans and foundation of their greatness, may consist of a sentiment of 

sincere religiosity towards false gods.  Hence Rome may find her authentic 

destiny only when the empire of force is transformed into an empire of 

universal harmony fastened together by the principle of Amor/Love, 

mystical name of the Eternal City and essence of the supreme Truth 

sanctioned in the environs of the evangelical Tiber-iade by the one and true 

Rex regum et Dominus dominantium. 

 

In fact when the rock of the Capitol, Capitolii immobile saxum, was 

consecrated by the biblical stone, the Roman Empire was transformed into 

the great mountain that, according to the prophetic vision of Daniel, had 

arisen from this rock.  Even now, as the Italian thinker Silvano Panunzio 

observed in this regard, the very name of the Capitol is composed by the 

Latin word Caput and by the Greek term Olos, by which the name 

Capitolium in its semantic root also evokes the word catholicus that in turn 

resumes the universal sense of men and earth. [9] 

 

According to an ancient Italic tradition the Capitolium would also 

symbolically represent the head, the caput, of Primordial Adam, that is to 

say, of the "Universal Man." 
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In this sense Pope Leo the Great, Pontifex Catholicus, will later define Rome 

as "Caput Mundi:"  head of all the body of the world. 

 

If the version of Soloviev, like that of Panunzio, brings us close to the 

possibility of deciphering the profound meaning of the name of Rome, it is, 

without a doubt in my opinion, Guido De Giorgio who in his magnum opus 

La Tradizione Romana gives us the key with which to open the symbolic 

box that hides the metapolitical meaning of the secret name of Rome kept, 

according to De Giorgio, in the temple of two-faced Janus. 

 

De Giorgio asserts that Janus is from the beginning an exclusively Italic god 

(nam tibi par nullam Graecia numen habet).  He is the god who by his 

indetermination permits any whatsoever determination and thereby is 

understood as the most profound principle and foundation of Roman 

tradition. 

 

The doubleness of this god, whatever his forms (east-west, past-future, 

peace-war, open-closed, night-day) never takes the substantial unity of his 

divinity apart because his two faces represent the equipoise and equipotency 

of the opposites expressed in his invisible divine unity. 

 

We know little enough about this god Janus who, fastened together in his 

ambivalence of initial and end cycles of each year and each life, represents 

the universal dynamism of the universe.  But Guido De Giorgio believes that 

within the bi-frontal axis of this god there is engraved the secret name of 

Rome known exclusively by some ancient priests who could pronounce it 

only in certain circumstances and according to specific rites. 

 

This secret name would be that of the third face of Janus that hides itself 

between the other two, a name that must be discovered and at the same time 

re-veiled as the occult symbol of Roma Invicta. 

 

Engraved in the third invisible face of Janus, the occult name of Rome thus 

resumes the crucial point between East and West that furthermore coincides 

with the intersection of the axis North-South:  "ecstatic center in the cyclical 

evolution between night and day of God, between the birth and death of 

worlds, mediator between death and life, between time and eternity." [10] 

 

In De Giorgio's interpretation the occult name of Rome embodies the 

mystery of transhumanization, in a rite of passage through death and 
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resurrection from one epoch to another, from the idolatrous Rome born on 

the 21st of April in the year 754 B.C., preparing with the universality of the 

Empire of Rome that was reborn a second time on the 25th of December of 

the year 0 of the Pax Augustea into the universality of the true God who 

conquered death and affirmed his immortality. 

 

When the Pax Romana seemed to reach all peoples gathered together in the 

unity of his empire, Rutilo Namacianus noted:  "fecisti patriam diversis 

gentibus unam" (De red, suo I, 62-65). 

 

Virgil in turn sang:  "The age of the Cumean prophecy has at last been 

fulfilled.  Here is born again in its integrity the great order of the ages.  The 

Virgin returns, Saturn returns and a new generation descends from the 

heights of the heavens:  Iam nova, progenie coelo demittitur alto" (Fourth 

Eclogue). 

 

The metapolitical sense of the occult name of Rome is thus unveiled by the 

positive faith in the superior destiny of the Eternal City, that faith that 

induced Constantine the Great to listen, by instinctu divinitatis, to the voice 

of the Christus, Sol Invictus, and to engrave his monogram in the signum of 

his legions who in the Battle of Saxa Rubra opened the way to the 

renovation of the Empire. 

 

Today the Sol Invictus that shone in splendour over Saxa Rubra seems to be 

obscured by the fraudulent brilliance of idols with feet of clay.  The doors of 

the temple of Janus are newly open in these times of interior and exterior 

war and ultimate convulsions.  But contemporary history, confused by false 

teachers, does not know how to penetrate the metapolitical mystery of the 

third face of the god, and in his two known faces there is no longer any 

glimpse of the dynamic and creative force of the universe.  There is only 

reflected as in a mirror the double imposter of criptopolitical power that 

dominates so much of the world, a profane, impure, anti-traditional power 

that, forgetting the solar magisterium of Roma Caput Mundi, falls down on 

its knees before a new Golden Calf, somber emblem of the globalization of 

markets and the corrupt power of money. 

 

To the contemporary traditional man, inheritor of the universal magisterium 

of Rome there remains the extreme recourse of the ancient and new faith 

proportioned by the Sacred Science of the true God One and Three, 

mysteriously prefigured by the face of Janus. 
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Eternal Rome will only be able to restore the Pax Augustea with the 

freshness of Hyperborean tradition by this positive faith. 

 

Thus the doors of the temple of Janus will be shut and angels armed with 

flashing blades will guard his legacy. 

 

Primo Siena 
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